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Low-Power BPSK Inductive Data Link for an Implanted
Intracortical Visual Prosthesis

Adedayo Omisakin, Rob Mestrom, and Mark Bentum

Abstract—In making visually impaired people see again, for
most cases the only option is to stimulate the visual cortex. In
building such a system, it is desired that the communication
to/from the implant and powering be done wirelessly to avoid
infections. For the downlink, which is sending stimulation data
to the implanted electrode, bandpass-sampled binary phase shift
keying (BPSK) is chosen due to its potential for low-power
consumption at its digital receiver. However, since an inductive
link is most suited, designing practical inductive links with
a flat band region to avoid poor phase transition and also
refining the reset timing for imperfect transition times as well as
designing low-power custom 1- bit Analog-to-digital converter
is crucial. The bandpass-sampled BPSK system is designed and
simulated at circuit level in Cadence using 180 nm CMOS
technology at data rates of 0.5-4 Mbps and carrier frequency
of 5-12 MHz. The improved bandpass-sampled BPSK system
meets the requirements on data-rate, low-power consumption
and robustness and is an integral part of the overall wireless
communication and powering of the implanted intracortical
visual prosthesis.

I. INTRODUCTION

Roughly 0.5% of the world population is visually impaired

[1]. For nearly 90% of visual impairment, the only option is

to stimulate the visual cortex directly. Building such a system,

requires a camera, advanced image processing, and thousands

of electrodes stimulating the visual cortex. It is essential

communication to and from the implanted electrode array be

done wirelessly to avoid infections and to enable free body

movement. Therefore, an uplink communication system for

reading the brain and downlink system for writing the brain

is needed. The selected system layout is shown in Figure 1.

The implanted transceiver is placed between the skull and the

skin. This layout has more safe space and a relatively shorter

distance for the signal to propagate through as compared to

when the implanted transceiver is placed beneath the skull.

This work focuses on the low-power system design at an

integrated circuit-level of the downlink system, which is

the link for sending the stimulation data from the external

transmitter to the implanted receiver. Since the receiver side

will be implanted, it needs to be low-power due to battery

constraints. The implanted system will be powered wirelessly,

and research work is on-going on that but it will not be

addressed in this paper.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the system layout for wireless communication in
the visual prosthesis.

For low-power consumption at the receiver, in [2], [3]

bandpass-sampled binary phase shift keying (BPSK) is pro-

posed. This is because its demodulator uses digital compo-

nents. This fits the overall goal of low-power consumption

and data rate required for the visual prosthesis [4]. However,

to further enhance its robustness to errors, we propose the

following three novelties to in the system. 1) Designing a

practical inductive link with a flat band to improve sharp

phase transition in the received BPSK signal for robust

demodulation by the digital receiver. 2) Building a low power

analog-to-digital front end for the digital receiver by deriving

its clock from the digital demodulator. 3) Fine-tuning the

reset timing region to ensure robust signal demodulation.

In this work, the transmitter, the inductive link and the

receiver are designed and simulated (see Figure 2 for system

block diagram). A low-power front end 1-bit analog to digital

converter (ADC) in the digital receiver that derives its clock

from the digital demodulator is presented. A practical guide

in designing a nearly flat band for the communication through

the inductive link which improves the phase transition in

the received signal is discussed. The counter of the digital

demodulator is raised to count up to 7 compared to the

count of up to 4 in reported literature [2], [3], ensuring

fine range on the reset timing signal to improve robustness.

The overall downlink system is designed at integrated circuit

level in Cadence simulator using 180 nm CMOS technology,

demonstrating low power consumption and robustness at data

rates of 0.5-4 Mbps and carrier frequency of 5-12 MHz (0-5

MHz is used for wireless power transfer). The remainder of

the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the



circuit design of the individual system blocks. In Section

III, distinguishing system aspects are covered, including the

idea of using a higher count for a more precise range

of timing, and efficient use of clock signals. Section IV

presents the simulation results and describes variable data

rate depending on the skin depth at 5 mm and 10 mm. The

implanted receiver is robust to imperfect transition errors

while keeping its power consumption below 1 mW.

Fig. 2. Bandpass-sampled BPSK system block diagram.

II. SYSTEM BLOCKS

A. Transmitter

The transmitter comprises of the oscillator and the mixer.

The BPSK mixer designed is shown in Figure 3. It is similar

to the reported mixer in [5], except that a resistor and a

common mode feedback structure is not used to convert the

transconductance current to a voltage level. Two inverters act

as switch pairs, switching between signal paths to generate

the BPSK signal as currents. The BPSK currents are passed

directly to the inductive link because this essentially transfers

the current on one side to the other side by the coupling

factor. The subsystem is simulated in the data rate range of

0.5-4 Mbps and carrier frequency in the range of 5-12 MHz.

Fig. 3. Circuit schematic of the BPSK mixer.

B. Receiver

The implanted receiver comprises of a 1-bit ADC and the

digital demodulator.

1) The 1-bit Analog-to-Digital converter: The received

signal voltage level is expected to be in the range of 0.5

- 3 V. This may sometimes be lower than the digital logic

level of the digital receiver, for example, if 1.8 V is used.

Traditionally, low noise amplifiers are usually used as the

first stage of receivers, but they consume several milliwatts

of power. Instead, a dynamic latch comparator is proposed,

which consumes well below a milliwatt at low frequencies

on the order of 10 MHz [6]. Dynamic latch comparators can

have an offset voltage of hundreds of millivolts, so to keep

the offset voltage low [7], a Lewis-Gray comparator is used

[8]. This has a fair balance between complexity and power

consumption. After the Lewis-Gray comparator, a single-

ended output differential pair is used to convert the output

of the 1 bit ADC to single-ended. Next, a D-flip-flop is used

to derive the digital output from its clock and output signal.

However, the clock is first delayed before entering the D-flip-

flop to ensure proper alignment. Figure 4 shows the circuit

schematic of the 1 bit ADC.

2) The digital demodulator: The digital demodulator com-

prises mainly of an edge detector and a reset generator to

reset the edge detector before the next symbol. The edge

detector consists of a rising edge and falling edge flip-flop.

With an AND and OR logic gate, the type of edge and when

the edge occurred is derived. Through a D-flip-flop, the sent

bits are recovered from the edge type and edge detected. The

detected edge is delayed to ensure alignment before entering

the recovery D- flip-flop. Figure 5 shows the circuit schematic

of the digital demodulator. Theoretically, the reset generator

must reset at a time after present edge detection t = 0,
between t = TPSK and t = 0.5TPSK . Where TPSK is the

period of the carrier frequency. With a count up number N ,

the range of clock frequency is given by

NfPSK < fOSC < 2(N − 1)fPSK , (1)

where fPSK is the carrier frequency and fosc is the oscil-

lator frequency. A practical reset timing constraint will be

discussed in Section III.

C. Inductive link design

The desired data rate is in the range of 0.5-4 Mbps for

the visual prosthesis. Since the communication range from

beneath the skin to above the skin is below 10 mm [9],

an inductive link is the most suited type of link. To keep

power consumption low, the carrier frequency is chosen to

be below 20 MHz. Squeezing out bandwidth for the desired

data rate can be challenging, especially in inductive links.

This is generally attempted by greatly reducing the quality

factor of the coil which leads to more power dissipation [10].

The transition region of the PSK modulated signal can be

distorted if the transmission in the pass-band of the inductive

system is not flat enough. However, a practical guide for

creating a flat band without lowering the quality factor of

the coils is presented next.

Creating a flat band region can be done by making both

the transmit and receive coil resonate at the same frequency.

When two coils resonate at the same frequency, the resulting

coupled response gives two resonance peaks away from the

resonance frequency of the individual coils, thereby creating

a ’well’ between peaks. This well has a relatively flat pass-

band to fit the data rate bandwidth. Extensive treatment of



Fig. 4. Circuit schematic of the 1-bit-ADC.

Fig. 5. Circuit schematic of digital demodulator.

this phenomena is found in [11], and is observed to occur if

the coupling factor is high enough. If the inductance is high

enough (tens of microhenries) and the coupling factor is in

range of 0.1-0.4, with the carrier frequency range of 0.1-

30 MHz, and coil-resistances in the order of a few ohms,

the frequency gap between both peaks is linearized and

empirically given by:

Δfpeak2−peak1 ∼ kfres, (2)

where k is the coupling factor between coils and fres is the

resonance of one side uncoupled. For example, for a k-factor

of 0.3, which is feasible at 5 mm separation distance [12], it

follows that at 10 MHz, a flat band of 3 MHz is available.

Figure 6 and 7 show the circuit schematic and frequency

response of two coils of 27 μH and the resonance frequency

of 10 MHz at various k-factor values, respectively. From

Figure 7, it is seen that the frequency separation (flat band)

is roughly proportional to the k-factor with the constraints

mentioned previously.

Fig. 6. A circuit schematic of an Inductive link.

Fig. 7. Varying k for two coils of the same resonance.

III. SYSTEM ASPECTS

A. Timing of the reset signal

Theoretically, the reset time t should be between

0.5TPSK < t < TPSK to ensure that no two successive

symbols are detected as a phase change. A count-up number

N of 4 was used in [2], but however, in the presence of

realistic inductive links, the phase transition is sometimes



not instantaneous as it drags before phase reversal. Figure 8

illustrates this. Therefore, a finer range of timing is required,

for example 0.65TPSK < t < 0.8TPSK . This results in a

more general form of (1):

N

cupper
fPSK < fOSC <

N − 1

clower
fPSK , (3)

where cupper and clower are the set limits on the reset

timing. From (3), it is observed that a higher count up number

N is needed if the range is to be made finer. For example,

the commonly used N = 4 in [2], [3] does not satisfy the

equation for 0.65TPSK < t < 0.8TPSK , but N = 7 does.

This fine-tuning of reset timing will allow the reset timing

not to occur in the imperfect transition area, giving more

robustness to errors.

Fig. 8. Illustrating an imperfect transition on the digitized received BPSK
signal due to the inductive link. (a) ideal transition. (b) imperfect transition.

B. Efficient use of clocks

For the designed implanted receiver, 4 clocks are needed:

1) The clock for the comparator fcomp 2) Clock for delay to

align signals in the comparator fcomp−align 3) Clock for the

reset generator fcounter 4) Clock for delay to align signal

in the digital demodulator fsignal−align . It would be area-

efficient to minimize the number of independent clocks used.

This would also reduce power consumption. The constraints

on the 4 clock frequencies are as follows: fcomp > 2fPSK for

proper sampling at the comparator, fcomp−align > 2fcomp =
4fPSK to avoid overdelay when delaying the comparator

clock during alignment, fcounter > (5−30)fPSK is a typical

range of clock frequency of the reset generator counter, and

fsignal−align > 2fPSK to avoid overdelay when delaying

the edge detect signal during alignment.

This follows that fcounter > 6fPSK or multiples above

can be used to drive fsignal−align and fcomp and multiplying

the frequency by 2 to drive fcomp−align. Figure 9 shows a

block diagram of the receiver with the clock sharing. For

example, if cupper = 0.8 and clower = 0.65 at N = 7,

using (3), the resulting constraint is 8.8fPSK < fcounter <
9.2fPSK . This means that if fcomp−align = 18fPSK is taken

andfsignal−align = fcounter = fcomp = 9fPSK , the system

uses only one clock fed to fcomp−align , divided by 2 and

then fed as the rest 3 remaining clocks required.

Fig. 9. Efficient use of clocks.

TABLE I
CIRCUIT PARAMETERS OF THE WIRELESS LINK.

Parameters Value Comment

fpsk 12 MHz Carrier frequency
rbit 3,4 Mbps Data rate
Lt 27 μH Transmit Coil Inductance
Lr 27 μH Receive Coil Inductance
Ct 6.5 pF Transmit Parallel capacitor
Cr 6.5 pF Receiver Parallel capacitor
cosc 9 fcounter- factor of fpsk

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The entire system described in Section II and III, which

is the novel BPSK inductive link system, is simulated in

Cadence using 180 nm CMOS technology at 1.8 V supply

voltage. Table I shows the key parameters of the simulation.

The skin is usually about 5 mm thick [9]. Therefore the target

coil separation distance is 5 mm, and it is extended to a coil

separation distance of 10 mm for extreme cases. Coils of 30-

40 mm diameter are physically compatible with the system

as it is not too bulky. At this coil diameter, an inductance

of a few tens of μH is feasible with ferrite backing. In an

electromagnetic simulation of coils using CST Microwave

Studio, the coupling factor is determined which is used in

subsequent circuit simulations in Cadence. At 10 mm coil

distance, a coupling factor of about 0.3 was reached, and at

5 mm a coupling factor of about 0.5 was reached.

When the system is simulated at a carrier frequency of 12

MHz, a data rate of 4 Mbps was achieved at k = 0.5 but

not at k = 0.3. However, when the data rate was lowered

to 3 Mbps, it was successful at k = 0.3. The failure of

4 Mbps at k = 0.3 agrees well with empirical bandwidth

calculation 0.3×12 = 3.6MHz (see (2) ). In that case, there

was insufficient flat bandwidth. The trend of the simulation

follows that with a data-to-carrier ratio of 1/3 the coupling



factor needs to be higher than k = 0.3 for more bandwidth.

Furthermore, with a data-to-carrier ratio of 1/4 with k = 0.3,

the system is successful.
On CMOS 180 nm technology, a supply voltage of 1.8

V, fcounter = 9fPSK , a carrier frequency of 12 MHz,

and a data rate of 4 Mbps, Cadence simulations show that

the 1-bit ADC consumed 0.26 mW, the digital demodulator

consumed 0.14 mW while the ring oscillator and frequency-

divider for clock generation and distribution consumed 0.55

mW. The overall receiver thus consumes 0.95 mW. This

power consumption can be much lower with a smaller CMOS

technology such as CMOS 65 nm technology and optimised

clock generation and distribution.
Comparing the system with state of the art links is not

straightforward due to incomplete system reportings in liter-

ature and due to reported solutions being very specific for

applications. However, it remains below 1 mW compared to

other systems that used analog techniques reported in [13]

and [14] which consumed above 5 mW at achieving 2 and 4

Mbps, respectively.

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

A bandpass-sampled BPSK inductive link system is de-

signed and simulated at an integrated circuit level. The

implanted receiver remains below 1 mW power consumption

while using a low-power 1-bit ADC which features a dynamic

comparator instead of power-hungry amplifiers. A guide to

designing inductive links which have a relatively flat pass-

band region to fit the data rate bandwidth was discussed.

This improved the phase transition of the received modulated

signal without lowering the quality factor of the coils, which

leads to increased power dissipation. The count-up number of

the reset generator in the digital demodulator was increased

to 7 to enable fine-tuning of the reset constraints to avoid

resetting at imperfect transition regions. The overall system

at 12 MHz could work successfully with a data rate of 4

Mbps (data-to-carrier ratio of 1/3) at a coil separation of

5 mm which corresponds to k~0.5, and at 10 mm with a

data rate of 3 Mbps (data-to-carrier ratio of 1/4) while con-

suming 0.4 mW at implanted receiver (excluding the clock

generator). The system is scalable in frequency although the

self-resonant frequency of the coils poses a constraint.
The next step is to build a demonstrator, and later on, de-

velop the design further for IC manufacturing and experimen-

tal verification. The overall system meets the specifications

of the downlink system which sends stimulation data to the

implanted electrode which is an integral part of the wireless

enabled visual prosthesis.
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